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How satellites, drones and digital mapping can help with environmental resource management 



Land-cover mapping 

Remember in classifcation we are: 

 

• Manual Digitisation 

• Photomorphic Labelling 

• Vegetation Detection 

• Unsupervised Classification 

• Supervised Classification 

– Maxiumum Likelihood 

– Random Forest 

– Support Vector Machine 

• Object Orientated 

• Hybrid Approaches 

 

Replacing the digital numbers in each pixel (that tell us the average spectral properties of 

everything in the pixel) , with a single number-a code that might represent the majority 

landuse/cover in  the pixel, a biophysical property in the pixel (amount of biomass) or a 

relative value for a Landover (percentage of pixel that is forestry). 



Supervised Classifciation 

Supervised classification is much more accurate for mapping classes, but depends heavily on the 

cognition and skills of the image specialist. The strategy is simple: specialist must recognize conventional 

classes from prior knowledge. 

Training sites are areas representing each known land cover category that appear fairly homogeneous on 

the image (as determined by similarity in tone or color within shapes delineating the category). Specialists 

locate and circumscribe them with polygonal boundaries drawn (using the computer mouse) on the image 

display. For each class thus outlined, mean values and variances of the DNs for each band used to 

classify them are calculated from all the pixels enclosed in the site. 

When DNs are plotted as a function of the band sequence (increasing with wavelength), the result is a 

spectral signature or spectral response curve for that class.  

Classification now proceeds by statistical processing in which every pixel is compared with the various 

signatures and assigned to the class whose signature comes closest. A few pixels in a scene do not 

match and remain unclassified, because these may belong to a class not recognized or defined).  

https://gisgeography.com/image-classification-techniques-remote-sensing/ 
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Supervised Classifciation 2 

Identify and delineate training areas: 

We hope that the 

different targets we are 

interested in have 

different spectral 

characteristics (different 

colours). 

If not we cant map then 

using this method. 

 
Pick themes you want to map. 
These have to be “mappable”. 
Ie within the capabilities of 
being detected with the 
sensor/image you are using. 
 
So they have to be greater 
than the resolution of your 
image (in our case 25m) 
They have to be observable 
(for optical systems this 
means “visible” on the surface 

• These have to be good, homogenous areas that truly represent the 
cover type you are interested in. Most cover types will have a number of 
training areas to fully define the range of values present in the image. 



Choosing Training Areas 

This is what you will do for your assessment 

• Forest land 

• Cropland 

• Grassland 

• Wetlands 

• Settlements 

• Bare soil, 

SO PAY ATTENTION!!!!!!!! 



BAD 



BAD 









Chose the algorithm that will allocate match unknown pixels to the 

training examples you have created 
 

You will use Maximum Likelihood 

• Non-parametric 

– Parallelepiped classifier  (BOX or PPD) 

– Minimum-distance-to-means (MDM) 

– Expert Systems 

 

Parametric 

– Maximum likelihood (ML) 

– Neural networks 

A parametric signature is based on statistical 

parameters (e.g., mean and covariance matrix) of 

the pixels that are in the training sample or cluster. 

Supervised and unsupervised training can 

generate parametric signatures. A set of parametric 

signatures can be used to train a statistically-based 

classifier to define the classes. 

 

A nonparametric signature is based on discrete 

objects (polygons or rectangles) in a feature space 

image. These feature space objects are used to 

define the boundaries for the classes. Really Just 

defining the maximum minimum values for each 

class in each band 



Non- Paramertric 

• The minimum and maximum DNs for each class are determined and are 
used as thresholds for classifying the image. 

• Drawbacks: pixels in the gaps between the parallelepipeds can not be 
classified & pixels in the regions of overlap can not be classified. 

The feature space is simply a scatterplot of the pixel values 

of one band of data against the values of another band 

Feature Space 



Maximum Likelihood 

The Process is simple- the outpts can be powerful, once tested… 

The algorithm looks at the 

distribution of values in each 

band for each training 

 area and uses simple 

statitics to see  how 

likely an unknown pixel is to 

be in that class. 

https://www.igismap.com/image-classification-in-qgis-supervised-and-unsupervised-classification/ 
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Practical 

Use the chip image from last week (4 bands sentinel 2 image 25kmx25km) 

 

 

 Simple map of  

•Grassland  

•Built-land  

•Peatland  

•Crop  

•Forest  

•Natural Vegetaion  

•Water  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HC2QbrIvc2g 

 

First, you have to enable the Image Analysis 

Toolbar (Windows > Image Analysis). After 

enabling it, the image analysis Menu opens 

in ArcMap 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HC2QbrIvc2g
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Supervised Classification in ArcMAP 
Click the Training Sample Manager Button 



Click the Draw Polygon Icon 

 

MERMS 12 - L4 



Digitise 5 Training areas- one for 
each theme 

 

MERMS 12 - L4 



Click on Interactive Supervised Classifcation 

MERMS 12 - L4 



Assessing Your Map 

For our needs accuracy is how well our map matches the world. We usually judge accuracy against existing 

maps, large scale aerial photos, or field checks.   

• Is each category in a classification really present at the points specified on a map?  

As a general rule, the level of accuracy obtainable in a remote sensing classification depends on diverse 

factors, such as the suitability of training sites, the size, shape, distribution, and frequency of occurrence of 

individual areas assigned to each class, the sensor performance and resolution, and the methods involved 

in classifying (visual photointerpreting versus computer-aided statistical classifying), and others 

http://facegis.nuarsa.info/?id=261 
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Assessing Your Map 

http://facegis.nuarsa.info/?id=261 

 

In practice, we may test classification accuracy in four ways: 

 1) field checks at selected points (usually non-rigorous and subjective), chosen 

either at random or along a grid; 

 2) estimate (non-rigorous) the agreement of the theme or class identity between a 

class map and reference maps, determined usually by overlaying one on the other(s);  

3) statistical analysis (rigorous) of numerical data developed in sampling, measuring, 

and processing data, using tests, such as root mean square, standard error, analysis 

of variance, correlation coefficients, linear or multiple regression analysis, and Chi-

square testing . 

4) confusion matrix calculations (rigorous). 

http://facegis.nuarsa.info/?id=261
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Assessing Your Map 

Two types of error: 

The producer's accuracy relates to the probability that a reference sample (photo-

interpreted land cover class in this project) will be correctly mapped and measures the 

errors of omission (1 - producer's accuracy). i.e. If I visit a location and look it up on the 

map- is it correct?  

The user's accuracy indicates the probability that a sample from land cover map actually 

matches what it is from the reference data (photo-interpreted land cover class in this 

project) and measures the error of commission (1- use's accuracy). i.e. if I use the map to 

find a landcover- will I find it? 

 

 

 

 

Errors of commission An error of commission results when a pixel is committed to an incorrect 

class 

. Errors of omission An error of omission results when a pixel is incorrectly classified into 

another category. The pixel is omitted from its correct class. 



Assessing Your Map 

In practice we go to a set of random points on the map and compare what the 

masp says with what we can see on the air photos 



Assessing Your Map-Error Matrix 

Lets look at the Urban Class 

Comission (15-12)/15= 25% 

So users accuracy is 75%  

Ommission: (31-12)/31= 61% 

So Producers accuracy is: 39% 

Total map accuray is (12+34+23+14+20)/155 = 66% 

So here we had 155 

test points. 

 

15 Points were 

MAPPED  as Urban 

but only 12 were 

really Urban on the 

ground when 

checked. 

BUT there were a 

total of 31 points 

which were found to 

URBAN on the ground 

and 19 were mapped 

as something else 



 
Once you are happy with your supervised map, load into arcMap and use the  

create random points tool  

 



 



 

 

Use the Extract Multivalues to point tool to assign the value of 

your map to each point In your test point coverage  



  

Right Click on the testpoints field in Table of contents 

and click edit-start edit  

 

Open up the attribute table for the test points 

coverage and you can now edit the  

“Ground Field”  

 

Now simply zoom to each point in turn and record in 

the “ground field” the landcover class visible in the 

“base image” airphotos.  

 

To create the error matrix, Use Data Management 

Tools->Tables->Pivot Tables (or export to excel)  



Improving Your Map 

In practice you will need 10+ training areas for each class 

 

 

•Check the histograms are ‘normal’  

 

•Check the number of pixels are adequate- try 

combining samples of the same theme  

 

•You want to achieve aprox 85-90% accuracy  

So your maps are rubbish!!! What can you do? Look at your training areas 



Assessment 

• Complete the map of the 5 themes (you will need up to 30 trainging areas in all) 

• Produce a report on how it was done (Introduction, method, results, 
assessment) 

• To assess: pick 20 random points and compare the classes observed in the 
basemap air photos with the class your map has produced 

• The report should be at least 1200 words 

• 50% of the mark is for producing a good map with legend 

• 30% for the write up 

• 20% for assessment 

• This should take no more than 3 hours to produce 

• All submissions to me by email (stuart.green@teagasc.ie) in word or pdf. 

• DEADLINE NOV 30th 

mailto:stuart.green@teagasc.ie

